Mack® Vision™
A revolution in motion

It was built with everything. Except compromises.
The Mack® Vision™ is the first highway truck designed for the driver, fleet manager and the accountant — without compromise. Drivers wanted comfort, ergonomics and a smooth ride. We delivered. Fleet managers said they wanted a truck with low operating costs, reliability and high resale value. Without exception, this truck provides the best value over the life of the vehicle — without compromise.

A dash built to benefit drivers. Not engineers.
The fully-electronic, ergonomically designed dash places all commonly used switches and controls within easy reach. Electronic “plug and play” gauges allow customized placement in the dash. All electronic gauges have race-type, 12 o’clock needle positioning for quick and easy reading.

Get one of the best seats on the road.
Strap into the Mack Performance™ seat and you’ll immediately notice the wide, comfortable cushions and the multi-adjustable design that fits any body type. The armrest and multiple lumbar areas are fully adjustable. The full-tilt mechanism and 180-degree swivel allows for easy access to the sleeper. Other features include a thigh extender, adjustable kidney support and a vibration dampening design that helps fight fatigue.

Belly room to spare.
When you sit behind the wheel, the interior layout offers the leg and belly room to accommodate drivers of any size. The contour of the dash, the multi-directional steering column and the ergonomic pedal placement all help provide generous space for maximum driver comfort.

Pick the size sleeper you need.
The Mack Vision has four sizes to handle a wide range of tasks. Flat-top styles are available in 48” and 56” sizes. Mid-rise designs are available in 56” and 70” sizes. All Vision sleeper were designed to deliver maximum comfort and give drivers the resting and working areas they need to be productive.
Storage galore.
A tall, wide closet lets you hang shirts neatly. A TV tray on top of the closet handles a 13" TV/VCR combo. The refrigerator cabinet includes a pull-out drawer with a table top. There's lots of overhead storage. A locking storage area under the lift-up lower bunk is divided to keep truck supplies separate from personal supplies.

Peace and quiet included.
To ensure maximum comfort. Mack engineered these sleepers with R7 value insulation to keep outside noise outside. Room darkening curtains separate the cab from the sleeper compartment for maximum quiet, privacy and safety. While you’re driving, a 16-piece noise and vibration prevention package holds interior decibels down to automotive levels.

Electronics designed to drive efficiency.
The V-MAC® system features fully-electronic “drive by wire” engine controls, a comprehensive list of vehicle communication, security and control features, and a standard, built-in trip recorder. The V-MAC system includes special software that allows data to be remotely downloaded or reprogrammed through existing telecommunication and other compatible systems. Real-time diagnostics, maintenance data and trip information can be accessed from a central location to keep drivers efficient.

Watch your engine without opening your hood.
The Mack V.I.P.™ — Vehicle Information Profiler — keeps drivers informed with a sophisticated, yet easy-to-use in-dash display center. It has the industry's largest screen size with high resolution for easy reading and a free-format display that lets drivers see information in text, charts, or diagrams. V.I.P. enables drivers to monitor specific information — fuel mileage, trip data, and fault alerts — and adjust driving practices to optimize fuel economy.

Warranties built to last.
Mack has put together the finest, most versatile warranty in the industry today. At the heart of it rests a standard base warranty of 1 year/100,000 miles, 100% parts and labor coverage on every Vision truck we build. Extended Bulldog Protection Plans® are available to provide you with the most flexible, extensive warranty coverage available in the business.